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Abstract
Visualization researchers have been increasingly leveraging crowdsourcing approaches to overcome a number of limitations
of controlled laboratory experiments, including small participant sample sizes and narrow demographic backgrounds of study
participants. However, as a community, we have little understanding on when, where, and how researchers use crowdsourcing
approaches for visualization research. In this paper, we review the use of crowdsourcing for evaluation in visualization research.
We analyzed 190 crowdsourcing experiments, reported in 82 papers that were published in major visualization conferences
and journals between 2006 and 2017. We tagged each experiment along 36 dimensions that we identified for crowdsourcing
experiments. We grouped our dimensions into six important aspects: study design & procedure, task type, participants, measures
& metrics, quality assurance, and reproducibility. We report on the main findings of our review and discuss challenges and
opportunities for improvements in conducting crowdsourcing studies for visualization research.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Line and
curve generation

1. Introduction
Crowdsourcing can overcome a number of limitations of controlled
laboratory experiments, including small participant sample sizes
and narrow demographic backgrounds of study participants. As
these benefits can further improve important aspects of empirical
research, such as generalization of empirical results and their ecological validity, the visualization research community has been actively employing crowdsourcing for conducting empirical research.
On the other hand, these benefits of crowdsourcing accompany conceptual and methodological challenges for rigorous empirical visualization research.
To shed light on this emerging phenomenon, a seminar entitled
“Evaluation in the Crowd: Crowdsourcing and Human-Centred Experiments” was held in November 2015 as part of the Dagstuhl
Seminars series† . Researchers from the human computer interaction and information visualization communities, as well as researchers investigating crowdsourcing practices were gathered to
share experiences in conducting empirical research. They also discussed limitations and methodological considerations in designing and deploying crowdsourcing experiments aimed at evaluating
effectiveness of visual representations. The main outcome of the
seminar was a book with the same title as the seminar [APH17].
∗
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The book provides a high level review of concerns and discussions
with respect to crowdsourcing and human-centred experimentation
methodologies from different perspectives.
During the seminar, the authors of this article (along with other
seminar participants) worked on a book chapter titled “Crowdsourcing for Information Visualization: Promises and Pitfalls”
[BLB∗ 17], looking at crowdsourcing specifically from the visualization point of view. In the book chapter, we discussed core aspects
for successful employment of crowdsourcing in empirical studies
for visualization – participants, study design, study procedure, data,
tasks, and metrics & measures – reflecting on our own experiences
of running crowdsourcing experiments and a set of selective papers that employed crowdsourcing for visualization research. We
also discussed potential ways to overcome the common pitfalls of
crowdsourcing, and provided four case studies as good examples.
In this paper, we present a deeper, more focused, and more systematic review of existing literature that has employed crowdsourcing for empirical evaluations of visualizations. Our goal was to
capture the practices of crowdsourcing evaluations for visualization
in terms of how researchers designed and reported crowdsourcing
studies. We report on the designs, methods, tasks, tools, and measures used in crowdsourcing studies over the decade. Our analysis
has produced very interesting findings. For example, we confirmed
that the number of papers employing crowdsourcing experiments is
following an upward trend, but to our surprise the first paper with a
crowdsourcing experiment was published in 2009 (Figure 1). While
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Figure 1: The number of papers employing crowdsourcing experiments has followed an upward annual trend. While we analyzed
papers published between 2006 and 2017, the first paper with a
crowdsourcing experiment for visualization was published in 2009.

it is often argued that time is not a reliable measure in crowdsourcing experiments, time and error are the most popular measures used
in crowdsourcing studies. Despite the awareness regarding the inherent limited control over participants selection and study settings,
only a limited percentage of experiments reported to have controlled the worker’s performance profile (39%) or included checks
to identify and filter out inattentive participants (11%). Comparatively the most surprising finding was that, despite the importance
given to rigour in empirical evaluation in information visualization,
many papers failed to properly report important details about the
study, making it difficult not only to reproduce the study, but also
to even assess the validity of the study.
We also expand on potential pitfalls through the discussion of
observed issues and mechanisms to overcome them, and discuss
the evolution of crowdsourcing experiments now playing a crucial
role in the field of empirical studies in information visualization.
This report is a first step toward enabling the collection of high
quality empirical data, reproducible user study findings, and improved visualization techniques. Furthermore, it provides guidance
to researchers in appropriately reporting all the necessary details
about their crowdsourcing experiments to demonstrate data collection validity. Anyone new to crowdsourcing will benefit from this
report, as it provides the means to quickly learn how to effectively
use crowdsourcing for information visualization evaluation.

2. Background
Different aspects of crowdsourcing have been studied across research communities to, for instance, identify best practices and
techniques to improve the quality of the collected data (e.g.,
[KKMF13,HHR∗ 14,HF13]) or to determine effects of factors such
as incentives over measured dependent variables (e.g., [SM13,
SHC11]). Crowdsourcing became widely accepted for information visualization research following Heer and Bostock’s seminal
work [HB10] and it has since been growing in popularity, hand in
hand with traditional empirical evaluation approaches.

The visualization research community recognizes the importance
of evaluation. Common and unique challenges in the use of empirical evaluation for information visualization research have often been discussed in our community, particularly at the biennial
BELIV (evaluation and BEyond - methodoLogIcal approaches for
Visualization; formerly, Evaluation and Beyond - Methodological
Approaches for Visualization) workshop series. Plaisant summarized evaluation practices and challenges specific to information visualization, and proposed steps for improvement [Pla04] comprising of: the development of (data and task) benchmarks and repositories; the dissemination of success stories; and the refinement of
toolkits for adoption. Robertson et al. emphasized the importance
of utility and usability testing [RCFL09]. In contrast, Lam et al.
classified evaluation methods based on the goals of the visualization research [LBI∗ 12], including the evaluation of: environments
and work practices; visual data analytic and reasoning; communication through visualization; collaborative data analysis; user performance; and user experience, visualization algorithms.
Another line of discussion was centered on broadening the
evaluation methodologies for visualization evaluation. For example, Carpendale emphasized the importance of empirical research
and encouraged careful application of broader types of empirical
methodologies in information visualization [Car08]. Brehmer et al.
called for reflecting upon the unique challenges associated with visualization design, which are confronted during the use of empirical methods at early stages of design [BCLT14]. They noted the
importance of characterizing work practices and associated problems in a specific domain to motivate design choices during the
later development of a specific application or technique. More recently, Thudt et al. encouraged the adoption of evaluation methods
that go beyond measuring performance via controlled experiments
in the context of personal visualization [TLCC17].

2.2. Controlled Experiments in Information Visualization
Controlled experiments are commonly used to evaluate the effectiveness of graphical encodings, visualization techniques, and visual analytics systems. Effectiveness is typically measured based
on user performance (task-completion time, error rate, number of
clicks) and user experience (perceived task difficulty, subjective
preferences, difficulty in using the visualization). Aspects such as
the user tasks (e.g., task difficulty) and data characteristics (e.g.,
data complexity) are typically controlled to avoid effects from compounding factors. Experiments are usually carried out in a laboratory for full control over the environment and system specifications. In some cases, special equipment for interaction (e.g., touch
displays, tabletop displays, display walls, virtual reality) or recording devices (e.g., microphones, cameras, eye-tracking devices) are
specifically required to achieve the experiments’ goals. The experimenters can closely observe the participants’ execution and directly
interact with them.
However, controlled environments do not adequately capture the
realistic scenario of in-the-wild usage. They can also be very costly
as the participants need to be compensated adequately for their time
to come to the laboratory. The higher the cost, the fewer particic 2018 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2018 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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pants can be recruited. Nonetheless, a relatively large pool of participants is required to collect enough data for statistical analysis.
All of these factors have contributed to the proliferation of the use
of crowdsourcing in conducting empirical research across many domains, including information visualization.

2.3. Crowdsourcing
The term crowdsourcing was first introduced in 2006 [How06] to
describe a new marketplace whereby anyone having Internet access
(also known as the crowd) could contribute to the completion of a
task for free or in exchange for a monetary reward. Over the years,
crowdsourcing became a well-accepted marketplace for recruiting
large groups of participants for empirical research in diverse disciplines. This led to the era of crowd science and the definition of
passive versus active crowdsourcing [KSW15].
Active crowdsourcing is identified as internet users (also known
as crowdworkers) contributing to a specific solicited task using a
software platform, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) or
Crowdflower (recently been rebranded as “Figure Eight”) . In contrast, passive crowdsourcing is when publicly available information
(e.g., on web sites or online social platforms) is collected without
any solicitation. Human-Intelligence-Tasks (HITs, also called microtasks) are core to active crowdsourcing. HITs are small tasks
that typically do not require any specific or prior knowledge to be
completed. Crowdworkers who complete a HIT should be paid, but
often are not paid well enough to obtain a living wage, raising critical ethical and socio-economical issues [MCG∗ 17].

2.4. Crowdsourcing versus Controlled Experiments
Scientific research typically adopts active crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing platforms support the experimenter in aspects such as organization, management, and delivery of HITs. Such support includes access to a (registered) pool of crowdworkers, which eases
the recruitment process and opens up opportunities to scale-up the
size of the participant pool for empirical studies. Platforms also
provide a web infrastructure for hosting, advertising, and completing HITs. Additionally, the centrally managed system handles the supply/demand and automatic payments of the crowdworkers, and manages communication between crowdworkers and
providers. They also provide elementary measures to control and
ensure the quality of the collected data. For instance, AMT evaluates the quality of the tasks completed by crowdworkers using a
HIT approval rate (i.e., the number of completed HITs approved
as by providers as of good quality to the total number of completed HITs). Such measures have made crowdsourcing a prominent and well-accepted recruitment mechanism within various research communities, including visualization, HCI, machine learning, and other related fields. Yet, technical limitations of crowdsourcing platforms [HJR∗ 17] impose a number of challenges and
constraints on experiment design [GMN∗ 17, BLB∗ 17].
Through crowdsourcing, larger participant pools can be easily
recruited faster and at a much lower cost than in controlled laboratory experiments. The more participants, the larger the sample
sets and the greater the chance to attain statistical significance. The
c 2018 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2018 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

participating crowdworkers are likely to have very diverse backgrounds and demographics, thus ensuring the generalizability of the
findings derived from the user experiments. One study that empirically compared different visualizations for Bayesian reasoning with
the classic representations of the problem, could not replicate the
results of previous controlled laboratory studies. Their participants’
accuracy was exceptionally lower, despite that they checked for
and filtered out responses from inattentive participants [MDF12].
The authors argued that participants in the laboratory, particularly
if they are university students, are less likely to adequately represent the mind and skill set of the general population and the
real-world scenario where timely but accurate decisions are made.
Workers want to complete tasks quickly but also accurate to example improve their HIT approval rate. Thus, crowdsourcing allows us to better evaluate our visualizations in-the-wild, particularly when our visualizations are aimed to support the general population with no specific background or skill set. Having access to a
diverse population also helps experimenters find workers with specific domain knowledge or skills. However, in such cases, specific
tests and checks need to be devised to ensure that only the workers
that satisfy the experiment’s requisites are qualified and allow to
participate in the study.
Crowdworkers are anonymous, the environment where they
complete the task is not controlled, and the experimenter cannot
directly interact or observe participants. Such factors can have undesired impacts on the user study and the quality of the collected
data. Thus, in crowdsourcing experiments, the experimenters have
to devise and include clever quality assurance measures that are
typically not required in controlled laboratory experiments. For instance, the online experiment should ensure that both the hardware
(e.g., devices used) and the software (e.g., the version of the web
browser) used by the participant adhere to the experiment’s system requirements. Specialized questions and measures need to be
crafted to assess the participant’s attention while completing the
task. A more comprehensive comparison of crowdsourcing versus
laboratory experiments, highlighting their pros and cons and when
and when not to use each one, is provided in Gadiraju et al.’s recent
book chapter [GMN∗ 17].
2.5. Crowdsourcing for Information Visualization
In 2008, van Ham and Rogowitz [vHR08] were the first to conduct
online experiments for Information Visualization research. Their
experiment collected data on how users lay out graphs to best represent the structure in the data. As they did not use crowdsourcing for
evaluation, we excluded this paper from our survey. However, this
seminal work demonstrated the opportunities (and partly the challenges) crowdsourcing has to offer to the visualization community.
Since then, the use of crowdsourcing for visualization research has
proliferated at a very steady rate and as years pass by, more sophisticated crowdsourcing experiments are being conducted using this
paradigm (see Section 4).
Different core aspects that are critical to the success of a crowdsourcing experiment for visualization research have recently been
identified and discussed by prominent researchers in the field in
Borgo et al.’s book chapter [BLB∗ 17]. These aspects consist of (i)
participant selection, (ii) study design, (iii) study procedure, (iv)
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Participants

Anonymous crowdworkers with diverse cultural backgrounds, demographics, skills, traits (e.g., colorblindness) and
abilities (e.g., visual literacy) that might not match the experiment’s requirements. Also, crowdworkers typically aim
to complete several tasks, at times in parallel with less amount of effort and as quickly as possible.

Study Design

Crowdsourcing platforms do not provide support for preventing multiple participation. Yet, between-subjects design
is often preferred for crowdsourcing experiments to ensure that the experiment is short enough for the participant to
remained focused, and to have full control of extraneous variables (e.g., show only one of the assessed visualizations).

Study Procedure

Experimenters cannot directly interact with the crowdworkers (e.g., to train workers how to interpret a new visualization technique) or to directly observe the participant’s work (e.g., to infer insights on the reasoning process). The
working environment cannot be controlled, yet certain complex visualization experiments require focused attention.
Special equipment (e.g., touch displays), which at times are critical for the visualization experiment, cannot be used.
The expected system requirements have to checked remotely (e.g., to ensure that all participants can view and interact
with the visualization as expected).

Study Data

Controlled data especially synthetic data that does not have a real-world context (common in visualization studies)
might be difficult for most crowdworker to adhere to and to complete the task effectively. Yet certain real-world
data, especially sensitive data (e.g., patient data for a visual analytics healthcare system), cannot be used due to data
privacy and confidentiality.

Study Tasks

Visualization studies at times involve tasks (e.g., collaborative visual analytics) that require more time and attention
than is typically recommended and possible for a crowdsourcing microtask. Adequate amount of time should be
specifically dedicated for clear instructions, training, abilities tests, attention checks and questionnaires (e.g., for
demographics since workers are diverse and anonymous), besides the actual task.

Study Measures

User performance measures commonly used in visualization, such as time, might not be entirely reliable due to,
for example, hardware latency. Similarly for error if example workers use unexpected helping aids. Measures that
take into account,for example eye movement (e.g., to study visual saliency), cannot be used. Additionally, quality
assurance measures devised to monitor attention have to be adequately designed for the experiment.

Table 1: A summary of the critical challenges specific to crowdsourcing Information Visualization experiments with respect to the six aspects
identified in Borgo et al.’s book chapter [BLB∗ 17].

study data, (v) study tasks, and (vi) metrics and measures. The identified aspects are also critical for the success of a controlled laboratory study. However, there are a number of challenges that are
specifically critical for crowdsourcing experiments with respect to
each aspect (see Table 1 for summary and Borgo et al.’s book chapter for a detailed discussion). Moreover, aspects like measures for
quality assurance are particularly important and critical for crowdsourcing experiments since, as discussed earlier, the environment is
not entirely controlled and the experimenter does not directly interact with the participants. Borgo et al.’s book chapter also provides
a detailed review of the opportunities and challenges that crowdsourcing brings to visualization evaluation, when and when not to
use crowdsourcing, and case studies showing the diverse use of
crowdsourcing for visualization research.
3. Methodology
Our focus was on information visualization research that used
crowdsourcing for evaluation. Thus, we selected papers from major academic information visualization outlets, such as conferences
and journals, between January 2006 and December 2017 (Table 2).
We used the digital library of each individual outlet to search for all
publications whose title, abstract, or the actual manuscript satisfied
the following query: (MTurk or crowdsourced or crowdsourcing
or crowd or turk) and ( visualization or visualisation).
To determine a useful set of dimensions, each author of this survey performed an initial analysis of 20 papers. We first focused

on the six aspects Borgo et al. [BLB∗ 17] identified as the core of
a crowdsourcing visualization experiment (see Section 2.5). We
then discussed our initial analysis with respect to Borgo et al.’s aspects, and identified a set of the dimensions that would concretize
important factors within each aspect that could affect the success
of a crowdsourcing visualization experiment. We later performed a
second round of analysis using our set of dimensions. We divided
the remaining set of papers, and individually performed an analysis
with the subset of papers. We had a series of semi-regular meetings over Skype to discuss potential papers for exclusion and to
fine-tune the set of dimensions, when necessary. We excluded the
papers that satisfied one or more of the following criteria:
• used crowdsourcing only for the pilot study (e.g., [TGH12]);
• used crowdsourcing not for evaluation but for other purposes such as data collection (e.g., user generated layouts
[KDMW16, KWD14, vHR08]);
• evaluated graphics but no information visualization
(e.g., [BCER14, XADR13, KKL16]);
• evaluated user interfaces but no information visualization
(e.g., [DCS∗ 17, MBB∗ 11, RYM∗ 13]);
• evaluated human-computer interaction but no information
visualization (e.g., [MMS∗ 08, KWS∗ 14, DH08]);
• proposed a novel crowdsourcing platform
(e.g., [TBRA17, EKR16]);
• used already available data maintained by a crowdsourcing
platform without using crowdsourcing
(e.g., [KHA16, DDW11]);
c 2018 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2018 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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# of Papers
(# of Experiments)

Outlet
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics (TVCG) + IEEE Information Visualization (InfoVis)
+ IEEE Visual Analytics Science and Technology (VAST)
ACM Conference on Human Factors in Information Systems (CHI), including Extended Abstracts
Computer Graphics Forum (CGF) + EG\VGTC Conference on Visualization (EuroVis), including Short Papers
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction (TOCHI)
IEEE Pacific Visualization Symposium (PacificVis)
International Conference on Advanced Visual Interfaces (AVI)

37 (86)

Total

82 (190)

24 (59)
16 (24)
4 (19)
1 (1)
1 (1)

Table 2: The number of surveyed papers and experiments published in different journals and conferences between 2006 and 2017.
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Figure 2: A heatmap showing the proportion of experiments for which no value was recorded for the specified dimensions.

• discussed previous crowdsourcing studies without using
crowdsourcing (e.g., [AJB16, ZGB∗ 17, KH16]);
• mentioned the use of crowdsourcing for future evaluation
(e.g., [HLS16]).
Our analysis resulted in a final set of 82 papers‡ , containing a
total of 190 experiments. We concluded with the 36 dimensions
listed in Table 3, categorized into the six aspects discussed in our
review: study design & procedure, task types, participants, measures & metrics, quality assurance, and reproduciblity. Certain dimensions might not be applicable to all experiments. For example,
colorblindness is not important if the evaluated visualizations do
not use color. However, we wanted our dimensions to capture all
factors that could affect any visualization experiments using crowdsourcing. We omitted the data aspect from Borgo et al. as the details we provided for the task type partly covered this aspect with
respect to task versus data type. Borgo et al. also address orthogonal data aspects, such as attractiveness, as a means to increase
participants engagement and task appeal, which we discuss in Section 6.4 when we describe motivators. Other data aspects such as
familiarity and confidentiality are fully addressed by Borgo et al.
We, however, added two new aspects, quality assurance and reproducibility, as these aspects required more attention. While quality
assurance is fundamental for ensuring valid and reliable empirical
data, reproducibility of our experiments is helpful for the future of
any research community [KLB∗ 16], including InfoVis. We did not
‡ The full list of the surveyed papers tagged along all dimensions can be
found online at https://crowdsourcing4vis.github.io.
c 2018 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2018 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

include the objectives of experiments in our dimensions because all
of our surveyed visualization experiments used crowdsourcing for
evaluation. We also excluded the research questions handled by the
experiments because such questions are typically very specific to
the context of the handled problem, the comparable small size of
literature also did not heed yet any interesting pattern with respect
to crowdsourcing evaluation.
Our analysis revealed that many papers are not free from reporting issues, and fail to report important details about the experiment
(Figure 2). We tagged such experiments as not having reported details about the dimension, instead of assuming that that dimension
was not considered. As missing details make it difficult not only to
reproduce experiments but also to assess them, we propose ways to
alleviate these reporting issues in Section 5.1.

4. Findings
Crowdsourcing became widely accepted for information visualization (InfoVis) research following Heer and Bostock’s 2010 seminal work, which compared graphical perception experiments conducted in the laboratory with similar experiments conducted using AMT [HB10]. The number of papers reporting crowdsourcing
experiments for InfoVis changed from one in 2009 to 13 in 2017
(Figure 1). While papers in the early rise of crowdsourcing had
to dedicate an entire section to justify the use of crowdsourcing
for their empirical studies (e.g., [MDF12]), recent papers simply
cite previous InfoVis papers to justify the use of crowdsourcing for
evaluating data visualizations (e.g., [MPOW17]).
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Aspect

Dimension

Definition

Tag

Study Design
& Procedure

Between
Study
Within
Type
Mixed
Experiment Length
Training Type
Dummy Questions
Static
Visualization
Type
Interactive
Recruitment Platform
Device & Software Restrictions

follows between-subjects design
follows within-subjects design
design not uniquely classifiable as between- or within-subjects
length of experiment in minutes
passive (e.g., reading tutorial) or active (e.g., answering test-like questions)
test questions (e.g., to distract users) not part of training and not analyzed
task stimuli were static
task involved interaction with stimuli
platform used to recruit participants
type of device and software restrictions enforced for participation

yes, no
yes, no
yes, no
number
passive, active
yes, no
yes, no
yes, no
AMT, CrowdFlower, Other
string

Task Types

Task Type

type of task completed by the participants in the experiment

string

total number of participants that took the experiment
number of participants per condition, if applicable
total number of participants with valid responses
percentage of participants that were female
age was reported
age range
age mean
participants were all from the USA
percentage of participants per mentioned continent
how was colorblindness controlled for
requirements, determined a priori (no“aptitude test”), for participation
any “aptitude test”, not determined a priori, for participation

number
number
number
number
yes, no
[number,number]
number
yes, no
number:number:number:number
self-reported, tested
string
string

Other

error (absolute or relative) was a measured and analyzed
time measured and analysed
confidence in participant’s response measured and analyzed
participants’ numeracy ability measured and analyzed
participants’ spatial ability measured and analyzed
any other dependent variables measured and analyzed

Inattentive Participants

strategy to detect inattentive participants

Multiple Participation

strategy to ensure that workers took the experiment only once

yes, no
yes, no
yes, no
yes, no
yes, no
string
Catch questions task relevant,
Catch questions task irrelevant,
Task completion time threshold,
Other
pre study, post study
per trial, per correct trial,
per study, raffle, other

Number
Gender

Participants

Age

Culture

Requisites

Measures
& Metrics

Quality
Assurance

Total
Per Condition
Valid Responses
Female %
Reported
Range
Mean
USA Only
USA:India:Europe:Other
Colorblindness
Prerequisites
Pre-test

Error
Time
Confidence
Abilities

Payment

Numeracy
Spatial

Type

if payment was per trial, per study or any other payment criteria

Amount

payment participants received
type of bonus granted

number
string

Material
Collected Data

type of publicly available material, e.g., code, stimuli, questions
collected, anonymized data is publicly available

string
yes, no

Bonus
Reproducibility

Available

Table 3: Our 36 dimensions categorized into six aspects by which we tagged and analysed 190 experiments. Papers that did not report about
the dimension were tagged with NR (Not Reported).

In this section, we report on the findings from our analysis of
the 190 experiments with respect to the aspects and dimensions
discussed in Section 3.

4.1. Study Design and Procedure
The design phase of crowdsourcing experiments is more complex than that of controlled laboratory experiments [GMN∗ 17].
While crowdsourcing facilitates participants recruitment, it still relies heavily on the experimenters’ expertise to determine if a study
is suitable to be crowdsourced and to carry out quality control on
both participant selections and data collection. The latter are challenged by the lack of control over participants behavior and experimental environment.

Study Type: With between-subjects experiments, each participant
goes through only one of the conditions being tested while with
within-subjects experiments, each participant completes all conditions. The mixed design reflects experiments where multiple independent sets of conditions may have been evaluated and participants may have seen all of one and not the other. Across the 190
experiments covered by our survey, 40% were between-subjects design, 40% were within-subjects design, 17% were a mixed design,
and 3% were unspecified. The number of publications using each
study type by year is shown in Figure 3.
Experiment Length: Only 37% of the experiments specify an approximate average duration for the experiments. The average duration was 15.6 minutes and the maximum and minimum were 125
and 0.3 minutes, respectively.
c 2018 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2018 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Figure 3: The number of publications by study type, per year.

Training: While training is important for ensuring that a participant fully understands a task, only 43% of experiments reported
training their participants. Of those experiments, slightly over two
thirds (71%, 31% of the total) employed active training, where the
participant actually undertook training trials. The rest (30%, 13% of
the total) employed passive training, where the participants training
was in the form of non-interactive instructions and examples.
Dummy Questions: Along with randomizing the order of questions, dummy questions (also known as throw away questions) are
a useful technique in mitigating the learning effect for user experiments [Pur12, chapter 3]. The idea is to not count an initial set of
trials where the participant may be less sure of the task or the experiment interface as they are still learning how to complete the task.
Only 6% of the papers reviewed (15 experiments total) specified using dummy questions. For crowdsourcing based experiments, it can
be argued that training and dummy questions are more important
than in lab experiments, as a user cannot, usually, contact the experimenter if they are not sure of the task. It is not clear whether more
experimenters actually did use some form of training and dummy
questions but did not report it due to space restrictions. The experiments that reported using dummy questions were of both betweenparticipants and within-participants, even though the learning effect
is more strongly associated with within-participants experiments.
Recruitment Platform: Of all the papers we reviewed, 82% reported using AMT as their platform of choice (e.g., [OPH∗ 16,
TLM16, ZK09]) and 6% did not specify the platform that was
used (e.g., [BDF15, HCL12]). The remaining 12% used one of the
following: CrowdFlower (e.g., [VC17, CAB∗ 16]), MicroWorkers
(e.g., [SBJS15]), Reddit (e.g., [KKHM16]), and self-deployed web
application (e.g., [BNK∗ 16]) or game (e.g., [AZM12]). The inclusion of participant prerequisites could be one of the reasons why
AMT is so popular. The use of the platforms other than AMT has
begun to increase over the past four years (up to four papers in 2016
and 2017), probably because AMT has been restricted to only USA
use since then. However, AMT is still dominant.
Visualization Type: An important design choice when building a
visualization is whether it will be a static or interactive visualizac 2018 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2018 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

tion. The majority of the experiments (74%) used a static visualization approach, where there was no interaction. This is slightly
surprising due to the ability of modern web development tools for
visualization to easily incorporate interactive aspects. One key factor that may have impacted this is the ease of deployment on AMT.
As mentioned above, AMT is the most popular platform. However,
it is primarily designed for displaying images and text to participants. To include interactivity requires the experimenter to build
and host the experiment elsewhere and serve it to the AMT page in
an embedded frame. Additionally for some experiments interactivity may be considered a confounding factor. However, as modern
visualizations are rarely purely static, depending on context, evaluating them with some form of realistic interaction may be considered more valid.
Device & Software Restrictions: A final consideration in study
design is the use of a specific experiment setup. Lab studies often require specific experimental software and/or hardware. While
not frequent or as broad in range as for lab studies, crowdsourcing based studies sometimes require specific testing setups (e.g.,
minimal display sizes, screen resolution, higher end interaction capabilities [KHD12, FSASK13]) and data collection through specialized I/O devices, for example eye tracking. Such restrictions
while not common (only 15% of papers) are possible. Within our
survey some authors have restricted based on device type (e.g.,
[SOK∗ 16,BEDF16,KKHM16,BKH14,HRC15]), using the options
offered by AMT. With respect to eye-tracking, modern commodity webcams can offer a workaround to using specialist hardware,
see [XEZ∗ 15, LHM∗ 15], and an alternative approaches to using a
camera is possible [KBB∗ 15].

4.2. Task Types
Tasks are a building block of any user study and as such needs careful design. Crowdsourcing settings introduce different challenges
when dealing with task design in terms of semantics of the task
(e.g., cognitive complexity and skills requirements), platform constraints (or lack of), and response time. Some tasks require short
response times (e.g., [KLKY11]) and others require specific skills
and more complex reasoning (e.g., [CTIB15]).
The characteristics of a task can be classified according to a taxonomy. Shneiderman [Shn96] suggests a task taxonomy by data
type, listing several low-level tasks required to perform analysis
and exploration: overview, zooming, filtering, details-on-demand,
relation finding, historical tracking of actions, and extraction.
Ward et al. [WGK10] identify exploration, analysis, and presentation as three abstract tasks a user seeks to accomplish with visualization. In addition, Andrienko and Andrienko [AA05] and
McEachren [Mac04] proposed other models, focusing more on
time varying data. Elementary tasks (from [AA05]) consist of data
element look-up, comparison, and relation seeking. Synoptic tasks
involve patterns and trends in the data and relationships within data
or to external data. While Schneiderman’s taxonomy is more detailed on the type of action performed during analysis, Andrienko
and Andrienko’s classification better captures the type of tasks typical of a crowdsourcing experiment. Thus, we categorized tasks
based on Andrienko and Andrienko’s classification:
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Elementary tasks
• outlier detection (e.g., [CMFH12, ACG14, MPOW17]);
• qualitative comparison (e.g., [SSG16]);
• qualitative estimation (e.g., [DBH14]);
• quantitative comparison (e.g., [KHA10]);
• quantitative estimation (e.g., [SK16, KS16, HAS11]);
• target identification (e.g., [ZK10, FFB18]).
Synoptic tasks, requiring an holistic view of the data
• decision making (e.g., [HDR∗ 13]);
• pattern and trend detection (e.g., [ZRH12]);
• clustering (e.g., [MPOW17]);
• data filtering on multiple criteria (e.g., [JS10, GCNF13]);
• visual interpretation (e.g., [IFBB12]);
• Bayesian inference, uncertainty and likelihood estimation
(e.g., [MDF12, OPH∗ 16]).
Mixed tasks involve both exploration and analysis (e.g., [BKH14,
RSC15, BEDF16]).
Profiling the literature, a pattern emerges (Figure 4), which indicates elementary tasks as being favoured with respect to synoptic. Overall 60% of the studies implemented elementary tasks, 30%
synoptic, and 10% mixed, involving both task typologies within
the same trial. A closer look at the literature revealed no trend in
the growth of deployment of either typology of tasks.
To better capture task relevance within crowdsourced studies,
we have performed a refinement of the elementary/synoptic categorization using Munzner’s {action,target} task typology [Mun14].
While elementary tasks are easily expressed as {action,target}
pairs, synoptic tasks can only be expressed through lists of ({action, targets}). Synoptic tasks, by definition, capture more complex actions such as: decision making, learning, prediction, and
comprehension of a pattern & trend. These entail sequences involving more than one action, between analyze, query and search,
to happen concurrently [DKSN11, YLZ14, FDPH17, KRH17]. The
refinement highlighted several interesting aspects: i) a dominance
of search and query actions and of all data, attributes, network
data as targets [JRHT14, OJ15, BNK∗ 16, KDMW16, VC17], ii) no
study focusing on spatial data as targets. Furthermore it was noticeable how several studies split synoptic tasks into elementary components such as analyze, search and query with each component
being analyzed within either a focused task or a separate experiment [HB10,HAS11,IFBB12,MPOW17]. This preference towards
elementary tasks, might be explained by the necessity to create microtasks.
Gadiraju et al. [GKD14] found time required as one of the three
criteria used by crowdworkers to select tasks (the other two being
interestingness and monetary incentives). The use of mixed type of
tasks, however, emerged later in the timeline possibly highlighting
a maturity in the use of crowdsourcing platforms that resulted in
attempts at developing more complex testing scenarios. Task complexity and its effect on crowdworkers performance and behavior
is, however, still an open question.
4.3. Participants
One of the main motivations for running crowdsourcing experiments is the larger number and wider variety of participants that can

Figure 4: Task distribution across year by type: Elementary, Synoptic, and Mixed.

be recruited. A wider variety of participants implies both access to
people more representative to humanity and the global population
as well as more peculiar cases that require special care. Below, we
report information on study participants that were collected in our
review; participant numbers, valid responses, age, gender, culture,
abilities, and pre-tests, as well as measures on worker prerequisites.
Total Number of Participants: Participant numbers in the experiments we analyzed ranged from 17 to 1687 [HYFC14] with an
average of 199 participants per study and a median of 115 (Figure
5). 18 studies did not report any participant numbers at all.
Numbers of Participants per Condition: Larger participant numbers facilitate between-subject designs where each participant is
only taking part in one condition (Section 4.1); participants have
lower workloads and experiments can have more conditions. Colors in Figure 5 indicate the type of study design (within, between,
mixed). Not unsurprisingly studies with a between-subject design
include larger numbers of participants. The average reported number of participants per condition was 53. On average, these studies
took around 16 minutes (time reported in only 73 experiments).
Valid Responses: Some studies removed results from participants
that they found flawed. For example, results were removed where
participants were too fast or too slow because this might indicate
that workers were gaming the study or working on other tasks in
parallel. Only a slight majority of studies (53%) reported on measures to check for invalid responses by, e.g., setting valid minimum and maximum times, excluding participants through catchquestions or through a minimum performance level. On average,
these studies reported 92% valid participant responses.
Gender: Larger participant numbers can lead to more homogeneous samples for some characteristics, but can introduce diversity
with respect to other characteristics. For example, in the 37.6% experiments that reported on participants’ gender, an average 47.63%
were female. Distribution of gender varied with a few as low as
29% and others as high as 77.5%. None of the studies reported on
any other gender than ‘male’ or ‘female.’
c 2018 The Author(s)
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between-subjects
within-subjects
mixed design
not reported

STUDIES

Figure 5: Distribution of participant numbers (vertical) for all studies (horizontal). min = 17, max = 1687, mean = 199, median = 115.

Age: Only 35% of the studies reported on workers’ age. Ages
ranged from 18 (a necessary condition to participate on some platforms, e.g., AMT) up to 67. Nine studies reported ages as high as
80 years old. Average age mean in the studies was 32.7 years old
(min = 23.0, max = 37.7).
Culture: Lab experiments mostly rely on the local population,
which is usually more homogeneous with respect to culture and
language. In crowdsourcing studies, diversity can be introduced by
the cultural origin of participants. Today, access to AMT is available to workers from all countries as well as to experimenters from
43 countries§ . Studies from 2014 and earlier reported that at that
time, most workers where concentrated in the U.S. [Ipe10a,Ipe10b]
but a significant worker population exists in India, which can have
implications on tasks [GMHO14]. For example, studies can involve
people with a lower literacy rate and lower proficiency in English.
A lack of proficiency in English can lead to difficulties in understanding tasks, experiment instructions, and predefined answers, as
well as hinder expression when required to enter free text. Only 71
experiments (37 %) reported on the origin of workers. Out of these
experiments 66 had participants from only the United States, and 5
indicated inclusion of workers from other countries. The remaining
63% of experiments did not report on any participant origin.
Of equal importance to experiments in visualization are biases
with respect to general educational background, visualization literacy, and cultural codes. To track for diversity, crowdsourcing experiments have employed tests and specific questionnaires as follows.
Colorblindness: Only 31 experiments (16%) reported to have conducted a colorblindness test to prevent colorblind participants from
participating. However, 14 experiments relied on self-indicated
answers for color-blindness; 17 studies used colorblindness tests
(e.g., [HRR45] used in [CAFG12]). Turton et al. [TWS∗ ] address
the issue of potential contamination of study results from color impaired participants.
Pre-Test: For proficiency in English, four experiments (all in one
paper [BEDF16]) asked participants to run an intermediate English reading comprehension test. More specifically, one experiment [TTvE14] required workers to obtain a numeracy scale of
higher of equal to 4.4 in numeracy test developed by Fagerlin et
al. [FZFU∗ 07].
§ https://blog.mturk.com/mturk-is-now-availableto-requesters-from-43-countries-77d16e6a164e,
last
accessed Apr 15, 2018
c 2018 The Author(s)
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Figure 6: The percentage of experiments that used each one of the
mentioned measures and metrics as dependent variables.

Prerequisites: Platforms such as AMT and CrowdFlower provide
general tracked measures on their workers’ performance. For example, 82 experiments (43%) reported to have selected workers
according to such measures. The most popular criterion (34 experiments, 20.1%) was a HIT approval rate between 95%-99% and
sometimes more than 10,000 HITs approved (for AMT; 5 experiments) or level 3 (for Crowdflower; 4 experiments). Some experiments (18) required participants to be based or live in the USA,
another set of experiments (7) all in the same paper [BKP15] required their workers to live within an English speaking country.
4.4. Measures and Metrics
Figure 6 shows the popularity of different measures and metrics
among the surveyed experiments.
Error, Time, and Confidence: As in most laboratory user experiments, error was the most popular dependent variable in the surveyed user experiments followed by time (error: 133, 70%; time:
89, 47%). Yet, time is typically considered an unreliable measure
for crowdsourcing experiments [BLB∗ 17, HB10]: differences in
the workers’ hardware or software could lead to different latency
times; workers could take unexpected breaks or start multiple online tasks simultaneously. Remote logging of worker’s actions have
been proposed (e.g., [BKH14, KBB∗ 15]) and could be used to verify whether the collected time is reliable, but analyzing such logs
for a large sample population is challenging. The error and time
measured for an experiment in the laboratory could also be different from those measured for the same experiment but using crowd-
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Other: Seventy five (40%) experiments collected other less popular
dependent variables, such as user preference (11, 6%, e.g., [ZRH12,
HDR∗ 13,IFBB12]), visualization quality [KDMW16,YLZ14], engagement and enjoyment [KL16, MHRL∗ 17, HRC15], as well
as textual annotations and perceived insights [YLZ14, FDPH17,
WGS∗ 13]. The type of dependent variables also depends on the
aims of the experiment. For example, memorability was measured to assess the recall of different types of visualizations (e.g.,
[BVB∗ 13]) and interaction logs were used to assess how a visualization was used [DKSN11, KBB∗ 15, BKH14, SBJS15, VC17,
FDPH17]. In other cases, perceptual measures, such as the just noticeable difference, were measured to model how accurately differences in visual stimuli are perceived [BDM∗ 17]. No variables were
measured in cases when the task was for instance to draw or lay out
a diagram (e.g., [vHR08, KDMW16]).

In other cases, data from participants who answered too quickly
compared to other participants or a fixed time threshold are excluded from analysis (3%, e.g., [HP17, PVF14]). Similarly, other
experiments have excluded data from participants who: completed
a question under three seconds more than three times [KL16]; received a negative score [BEDF16]; provided less than 150 characters for the requested textual description [KBB∗ 17]. For some
experiments, it was possible to automatically identify arbitrary answers [ZRH12] or track mouse behaviour [CAG13], and filter out
invalid data accordingly.
Other experiments used instructional manipulation checks
[OMD09]: a psychology technique whereby the text of the question
instructs the participant to do something different from the affordances that are apparent. For instance, the text could ask the user to
click somewhere else (e.g., on a specific region of the visualization)
and not the provided response buttons (e.g., [RSC15]); participants
that click on the buttons are considered inattentive and their data
is excluded from analysis. One paper presented its experiments as
micro-games [MPOW17]: participants were initially informed that
a reward will be granted only if a minimum of 30% of the questions were answered correctly, and then shown the score halfway
through the experiment.
Multiple Participation: Besides detecting inattentive participants,
participants who look into or partially try the experiment while exiting without completing it, should not be allowed to re-take the experiment any time later, otherwise noise is introduced. This should
be controlled by the experimenter as currently crowdsourcing platforms, such as AMT, do not provide such functionality. Yet, only

4.5. Quality Assurance
In crowdsourcing experiments, experimenters need to control for
undesired participant behavior [KSW15, CIT16]. A common technique is to allow participation only if the worker has an acceptable
performance profile on the crowdsourcing platform (Section 4.3).
The environment of crowdsourcing experiments is not as controlled
as in laboratory experiments, so sample populations of crowdsourcing experiments are large to outweigh noise in the collected data
(Section 4.1). Some test questions (dummy questions) are also not
included in the data analysis to reduce possible learning effects
(Section 4.1).
Inattentive Participants: The inclusion of consistency and attention checks in the experiment is important but not always
reported (reported by only 11% of the papers). At times, two
methods (e.g., [HSF∗ 13, CAG13]), or three or even more (e.g.,
[CAB∗ 16, MPOW17]) were used to identify inattentive participants (Figure 7). Non-InfoVis communities suggest the use of "gold
standard" questions (e.g., ’Did you get a heart attack while completing this task?’) [BOZ∗ 14]. However, crowdworkers could easily get used to these standard questions. In fact, none of the surveyed experiments reported to have used such questions. Instead,
experiment-specific catch questions, which participants should

128

Catch questions
relevant to tasks

number of experiments

Individual Abilities: The use of psychology tests to measure and
assess the effect of individual abilities, such as numeracy and spatial abilities, on user performance is becoming more popular. Experiments typically used such tests to measure numeracy (8, 5%,
e.g., for reasoning about visual statistical data [OPH∗ 16]) or spatial abilities (9, 5%; e.g., for visualizations encoding information
by area [MDF12]). One experiment measured graphical literacy to
assess the effectiveness of visual representations with respect to
textual ones [DBH14].

know how to answer correctly if they completed the task attentively, are more commonly being added to the experiment (17%,
e.g., [BKH14, ACG14, PRS∗ 15, CH17]).

Catch questions
irrelevant to tasks
Task completion
time threshold
Other

Not reported
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number of experiments
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sourcing [MDF12]. This may be due to factors such as crowdworkers typically having a more diverse background than participants of
laboratory experiments (see Section 4.3) and different motivational
drivers, such as to complete highly paid tasks with minimal cognitive effort (see Section 4.5). A small number of experiments (23,
12%, e.g., [MGGF16, MDF12, CAG13]) also measured the participants’ confidence and analyzed it with respect to their error.
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Figure 7: Quality assurance techniques used by the surveyed
experiments to identify inattentive participants. Horizontal bars:
number of experiments that used the mentioned technique (but not
necessarily exclusively). Vertical bars: number of experiments that
used a specific combination of techniques.

c 2018 The Author(s)
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32% of the experiments we reviewed, reported whether this was
controlled for or not.
Payment and Bonus: It is commonly good practice to keep crowdsourcing experiments as short as possible (on average, 16 mins; see
Section 4.1) and to pay the participants adequately based on the experiment’s duration. Studies show an effect of incentive on quality
and measured variables (e.g., [SM13,HSH∗ 14,HB10]), and that the
greater the duration of the task, the higher the expected pay [HB10].
Yet, other studies argue that quality is better achieved through intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivators (e.g., [RG15]). The majority of the experiments opted for an extrinsic motivator: 173, 72%
provided a monetary reward for the experiment or each trial; 13,
7% provided a bonus; 3, 2% had a raffle instead of a monetary reward. Interestingly, 48 experiments (25%) did not report whether
the workers got any renumeration for their work, despite the various ethical principles that should be considered when designing
incentives [MCG∗ 17, SHC11].

is not provided in the paper but advertised in other ways such as
social media or during the presentation of the paper at the conference [MDF12]. When these resources are provided on a webpage,
the authors should ensure that its accessibility is maintained. For
instance, the web address provided in a small number of the surveyed papers was not functional. It might thus be sensible for the
community to have a common shared repository, ideally using a
version control system like GitHub, where all experiment data and
material can safely be stored, shared, reused or even improved by
other researchers.
5. Reflections on the Key Findings
Our goal of this review was not to prescribe any specific methodology for designing and execution crowdsourcing experiments but
to understand how the visualization community has been using and
reporting crowdsourcing for evaluation purposes. In this section,
we reflect on the main findings from the survey analysis.

4.6. Reproducibility

5.1. Reporting Issues

Reproducibility is an important aspect of any evaluation. Several
crowdsourcing studies have demonstrated that crowdsourcing is
successfully able to reproduce previous lab studies [HB10, OJ15],
thus validating it as an approach. Having access to the original experiment materials and (anonymized) raw experiment data greatly
facilitates reproducibility.

As described in Section 4, our analysis revealed that many papers
failed to report important details about the experiment. In some
cases, missing details not only make the study not reproducible but
also make it difficult to assess whether the study was properly designed and executed, and whether the derived findings are reliable.
For example, some papers did not specify the basic study design
(e.g., whether it was a within-subjects or between-subjects design).
Lack of reporting is spread across the entire timeline and data do
not allow for any conclusion to be drawn with respect to better (or
worse) experimental practices.

Access to the raw experiment data allows for a more detailed
comparison of where results may diverge, as well as validation of
analysis techniques. For instance, using the empirical data collected
from a series of InfoVis crowdsourcing experiments [HYFC14],
Kay and Heer [KH16] defined a model of humans’ perceptual precision of estimating correlation of different visualizations, without conducting the empirical experiments themselves. Similarly, a
new worker interaction loggers [BKH14] was evaluated on a previously conducted InfoVis crowdsourcing experiment [MDF12] and
the data collected by the two experiments were then compared to
determine the effectiveness of the logger.
In the case of lab based experiments access to experiment material may be difficult due to hardware requirements, or experiment
software being developed for a specific platform or with specific
dependencies. The web based nature of crowdsourcing experiments
means that it is easier to make experiments materials available.
Unfortunately, only 17 (21%) of the surveyed 82 papers made
their empirically collected data publicly available, and only 19
(23%) shared their experimental material. It is currently unclear
what type of resources should be shared and how they should be
shared. For instance, while some papers shared all their experiment material and collected data (e.g., [BDM∗ 17]) including the
scripts used for their data analysis (e.g., [FDPH17]), others shared
only the stimuli and the questions (e.g., [PQMCR17]) or only the
code of their online experiment (e.g., [SOK∗ 16]). Such experiment
resources are currently shared in different ways, for instance: as
the paper’s supplementary material (e.g., [KBB∗ 17, MPOW17]);
in a GitHub repository (e.g., [KS16, LFK∗ 13, FDPH17]) or on a
project webpage (e.g., [HRC15, BDM∗ 17]) whose web address is
provided in the paper; on a project webpage whose web address
c 2018 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2018 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

A checklist is commonly used to reduce failure or errors by potential limits of human memory and attention [GL10]. To ensure
consistency and completeness, we provide a checklist researchers
can use when reporting crowdsourcing experiments (Table 4). Furthermore, reviewers who need to review papers reporting on crowdsourcing experiments can use this checklist to ensure that the authors properly report necessary details. We, however, note that this
checklist is not exhaustive in that it covers only core elements. The
highlighted elements are primarily based on the six aspects that
Borgo et al. identified as critical for the success of a crowdsourcing
experiment for visualization research (see Section 2.5 and Table 1).
For every element, we then identified factors that are important for
any experiment particularly the ones using crowdsourcing based on
our experience and this review. We encourage researchers to report
other details, including for instance, whether they conducted a pilot
study, if the supplementary material is available, and any information that is relevant to the study. We also encourage them to refer to
the corresponding Dagstuhl book chapters [APH17] to inform the
study design process.
To tackle some of these issues, we propose a report form for
crowdsourcing experiments (template with blank space shown in
Table 5 and an example of its use in Table 6). Authors can use the
form to summarize each experiment as a one-pager and submit it
as an appendix or supplementary material of their corresponding
papers. This form can: (i) act as a detailed record of each experiment; (ii) allow continuous surveying of crowdsourcing practices
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Study Design

5.2. Paper Types

 between-, within- or mixed
 platform (e.g., AMT, CrowdFlower, self-hosted website)
 system requirement (e.g., minimum screen resolution)

All of the papers we surveyed had at least one experiment that used
crowdsourcing for information visualization evaluation. Objects of
evaluation ranged from pure perceptual and cognitive evaluation
of visual channel and novel visual layouts, to learning to system
usability and effectiveness in supporting analytical tasks.

Tasks (and Datasets)
 task description
 number of tasks and trials
 dataset description
Participants
 recruitment method (e.g., AMT, email broadcast)
 recruitment criteria
 study specific (e.g., English native speakers)
 platform specific (e.g., AMT: min. # of HITs approved,
HIT approval rate)
 number of participants
 initially recruited, dropped, & finally analyzed
 (if between-subjects or mixed design) per condition
 (if participants were dropped) reasons to drop participants
 basic demographic information (e.g., gender, age, education)
Study Procedure
 consent
 how participants were trained
 average length of the study session
Quality Assurance
 the method to avoid random clickers
 the method to prevent multiple participation
Compensation
 monetary, voucher, or no compensation
 (if monetary or voucher) amount
 if and how much bonus was provided
Measures and Metrics
 measures (e.g., time, error, preference)
 analysis method
 main findings
Table 4: Checklist for reporting crowdsourcing experiments

with minimal effort in forthcoming years; (iii) assure reviewers
and readers the quality of the collected data; and (iv) ensure reproducibility of the study. Similarly, but for studies in general, Haroz
provides an online template¶ describing the minimum set of information that should be reported. In addition to the details mentioned
by Haroz, our form covers aspects that are important for crowdsourcing experiments (see Section 2.5 and Table 1).

¶ http://steveharoz.com/public/experimentmethods,
last accessed Apr 15, 2018

A large majority of the papers were indeed evaluation papers
with one or more experiments. Typically, all experiments were conducted using crowdsourcing (e.g., [MPOW17, HB10, HAS11]). In
some cases, a pilot experiment was conducted in a laboratory setting (e.g., [MDF12]), while others conducted the pilot study using
crowdsourcing (e.g., [HVH∗ 16, RSC15, YLZ14, LH13]). A laboratory pilot study is typically preferred for the experimenter to better
observe the participants and get direct feedback from them regarding the instructions, data, tasks and visualizations. However, testing the experiment in a crowdsourcing environment could also be
helpful as the experimenter can get a better idea as to whether the
various important components of the online experiments, particularly those designed specifically for the crowdsourcing experiment,
such as qualification tests for participation and quality assurance
tests, are working as expected in an environment that is similar to
the actual study from which the findings will be derived.
The majority of the evaluation papers evaluated the perception of different types of visual variables (e.g., [HB10, IFBB12,
ZCY∗ 11]) or interactions (e.g., [BEDF16]) for different types of
visualizations, such as: bar charts (e.g., [SHK15, TSA14]), parallel coordinates (e.g., [ZRH12,KL16]), scatterplots (e.g., [GCNF13,
MPOW17]), time visualizations (e.g., [CAFG12, ACG14]), hierarchical visualizations (e.g., [BNK∗ 16, VC17]), graph visualizations
(e.g., [KDMW16]), surface visualizations (e.g., [SSG16]), and visualizations for narrative (e.g., [HDR∗ 13]).
A number of other papers presented either a novel visualization technique (e.g., [KBB∗ 17,PVF14]) or an interaction technique
that could be used within existing visualization (e.g., [FDPH17,
BKP15]). In both types of papers, crowdsourcing was used to evaluate the new technique against a baseline. Papers that presented a
novel visual analytics systems used crowdsourcing to evaluate how
well the system supported the participants in their targetted analytics tasks (e.g., [ZGWZ14, OJ15]). A small number of paper focused on a specific application domain such as social media (e.g.,
[HAS11]) and predictions on mobile systems (e.g., [KKHM16]).
Some papers had a very different type of contribution. For instance, a paper presented a new user interaction tracking method for
online experiments and used crowdsourcing to replicate a previous
crowdsourcing experiment to verify whether their method provides
new insights on the reasoning process of the participants [BKH14].
One paper investigated how users learn about data visualization on
online framework [KL16], while another paper assessed how annotations on visualizations can help crowdworkers produce better textual explanation of the visualized information [WHA12].
Crowdsourcing was also used to first calibrate the weights of a
cost function that captured the effectiveness of a scatterplot design for different data analysis tasks, and then empirically compare
the optimized designs to a number of commonly used default designs [MPOW17].
c 2018 The Author(s)
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Study:
Experiment:
Study Design

Experiment Data

Tasks
Visualizations

Test Question Format

Participants

Quality Measures

Motivators
System Requirements

Procedure

Data Collection

Collected Data Analysis

Reproducibility

Type ◦ between-subjects ◦ within-subjects ◦ mixed-design, with ................................................
Independent Variables .................................................................................................................................
Dependent Variables ...................................................................................................................................
Covariates ...................................................................................................................................................
Source .........................................................................................................................................................
Specifics ......................................................................................................................................................
Variations ....................................................................................................................................................
Elementary ..................................... Synoptic ..................................... Mixed ....................................
Variations ....................................................................................................................................................
Type ◦ static ◦ interactive ◦ other ......................................................................................................
Specifics ......................................................................................................................................................
Question asked ...........................................................................................................................................
Response type ..............................................................................................................................................
Associated data, task, visualization ..............................................................................................................
Expected number
per independent variable ..................................... in total ....................................
Requisites ..................................................................................................................................................
Attention detectors .....................................................................................................................................
Multiple participation ................................................................................................................................
Others .........................................................................................................................................................
Intrinsic ......................................................................................................................................................
Extrinsic .....................................................................................................................................................
Hardware ....................................................................................................................................................
Software .....................................................................................................................................................
Training ........................................................................................................................................................
Dummy questions (not in training) ...............................................................................................................
Test questions number per participant ......................................... ordering ........................................
Quality assurance questions .........................................................................................................................
Abilities tests ................................................................................................................................................
Questionnaires ..............................................................................................................................................
Steps .............................................................................................................................................................
Method .........................................................................................................................................................
Managed by ........................................................... Time period ...........................................................
Testing before actual study ...........................................................................................................................
Average experiment length ........................
Number of participants (before filtering) ........................
Excluded participants with low quality data ............... for other reasons ............... in total ...............
Included participants per independent variable .................................... in total ....................................
Included participants demographics ............................................................................................................
Statistics methods used ................................................................................................................................
Experiment Material .....................................................................................................................................
Collected (Anonymized) Data ......................................................................................................................

Table 5: A template of the form that could be filled in and provided as supplementary material to adequately report all the details of an
InfoVis crowdourcing experiment. Table 6 provides an example of how the details of an experiment should be recorded using this form.

c 2018 The Author(s)
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5.3. Study Design and Task Types
Using Andrienko and Andrienko’s task classification [AA05],
our analysis revealed a preference towards elementary tasks (Section 4.2). Several factors may influence the choice of task type,
ranging from crowdsourcing platform limitations to control on the
quality of the collected data. Critical to crowdsourcing studies is the
ability to attract high volumes of individuals that meet the specific
characteristics required by the experiment. Several strategies can be
employed to achieve this target. Gadiraju et al. [GKD14] identified
the following three factors that typically influence the crowdworkers’ task selection process: time required to perform a task, monetary incentives and interestingness. Monetary incentives might appear as the only factor workers take in account when choosing a
task. However, Deng et al.’s [DJ16] interviews with crowdworkers
revealed otherwise. Once the workers ensure that the monetary incentive is adequate for the task length and complexity, they then
consider other aspects such as: simplicity, variety, and significance
for completing the task.
Significance is related to interestingness, as workers typically select tasks which they think will have a broad impact. For instance,
a number of workers who took part in an experiment that assessed
visualizations to help untrained people reason about Bayesian problems thanked the experimenters for providing them with information about breast cancer and the mammography’s false alarm
rate [MDF12]. This example explains why crowdsourcing experiments should ideally select study data that has a meaningful context
and that the workers can easily relate too. If no realistic context is
provided, workers might not select the task or lose trust in the presented information; trust is important for a story to be conveyed
effectively [Gla09].
Workers provided two different definitions for simplicity: (i) a
task with a short explanation that is easy to learn and easy to repeat
multiple times; (ii) a task with standard system and hardware requirements and thus highly accessible. Elementary tasks meet the
criteria of both simplicity, as in Deng et al. [DJ16], and short time
duration, as in Gadiraju et al. [GKD14]. A complex (synoptic) task
is typically made up of smaller and simpler elementary tasks, as
demonstrated in Section 4.2 when Munzner’s [Mun14] task taxonomy was used to refine our task types. From a data analysis point
of view, simpler tasks allow for more control over effects of confounding factors.
As crowdsourcing gained popularity, crowdsourcing visualization experiments with synoptic and mixed task types became more
popular (Figure 4). This trend can be due to a maturity in the acceptance of crowdsourcing use for evaluation and academic research,
leading to openness to risk. Additionally, crowdsourcing platforms
are now providing improved features to for example control recruitment and identify workers with a high quality task completion history. Nonetheless, task simplicity and duration still remain
a hard constraint for experimenters to meet when their studies involve tasks that are more complex than the ones typically preferred
by workers.
From a study design point of view, simplicity and time duration
have significant effects on design choices. Simpler tasks allow for
fewer constraints on equipment and platforms, thus increasing accessibility of a task to workers. Within-subjects design is often not

possible in a crowdsourcing study due to the experiment length,
which could be the reason why most crowdsourcing studies in our
community have opted for a between-subjects design. Yet, even if
a between-subjects design is chosen, the number of trials with the
same combination of study factors is often constrained, as the more
the trials, the more quality assurance measures need to be included
in the experiment to check the worker’s attention at different stages
of the experiment.
Quality assurance measures together with clear instructions and
proper training (due to no direct interaction between participant
and experimenter), abilities tests and questionnaires (since experimenters cannot know or predict the skill set or background of
the workers) could significantly increase the experiment’s length,
complexity and also engagement (discussed also in ‘Study Design’
in Table 1). Official and well-tested abilities tests (e.g., cognitive
tests [EDH76] such as the test to measure spatial abilities) are typically long. Thus experimenters that need to measure such abilities
have to either conduct the experiment in a laboratory setting or not
measure such abilities or include only one part of the test in the
crowdsourcing experiment (e.g., part 2 of the Paper Folding Test to
measure spatial abilities [MDF12]). Yet all of these options could
have undesired effects on the experiment especially when the results of such tests are crucial for the study objectives.
If on the other hand full lengthy tests are included in a crowdsourcing experiment, then due to the length of the experiment,
fewer crowdworkers will select the task, participants will be less
engaged and their performance will not meet expectations. Decrease in participants’ engagement also reduces the likelihood that
the worker completes the experiment, thus slowing down data collection and study completion. If experimenters cannot reduce the
experiment length and still wish to use crowdsourcing, then either
the payment is increased [HB10], or incentives to maintain participants’ engagement and interests are devised (e.g., deploying the
experiment as a game [MPOW17]), or data for repetitions of combination of study factors is collected from a larger and more diverse
pool of participants. Studies that require participants with specific
requisites (e.g., full color vision) could, in some cases, take advantage of the large volume of crowdworkers and increase the size
of their participants pool, such that the uncertainty introduced by
participants not meeting the requisites is reduced. In such cases
the crowdsourcing experiment would not test for the requisites and
thus, keep the experiment within a constrained length.
Unfortunately, a large number of papers did not adequately report on details, such as the number of trials and the methodology
used to filter participants. Thus, we could not test for any possible
correlations between design choices and studies contextual factors.

5.4. Limitations
As with all surveys, we could only report on experiments that
matched our search criteria and our focus of this survey. Moreover,
there might have been papers that were not properly archived and
thus were not captured in our search. Alternatively, limitations in
the surveyed papers might have led us to inaccurately report and
analyze their experiments.
The possibilities and options to conduct crowdsourcing experc 2018 The Author(s)
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iments might be much wider than what we could report. For example, there might be other strategies to capture inattentive participants and other crowdsourcing platforms that were not used in
the experiments we surveyed. Similarly, our dimensions could be
extended in the future, especially if new methods, technologies,
or trends emerge. The taxonomy we used to categorize the tasks
adequately matched our survey goals and the survey experiments.
Yet, other task taxonomies could be used for other objectives (see
Section 4.2). After reviewing all the experiments, we realized that
40% of the experiments, particularly the more recent ones, used
measures that go beyond the traditional error, time and confidence
metrics. If this trend of novel metrics (e.g., engagement and enjoyment) keeps gaining popularity, then follow-up reviews could consider splitting up our current other measures dimension into more
specific types of metrics.

Workers spend more than 25% of their time searching for tasks
that they want to complete [KDM∗ 14]. Thus, in the future, it would
be helpful for crowdsourcing platforms to either order the tasks
based on their cognitive demands [CIT16] or automatically fetch
and suggest tasks to the worker [LRMB15, CIT16, GCB16] based
on a self-assessment report filled in by the worker [GFK∗ 17]. If
such a self-assessment report also includes the results of the ability tests (e.g., colorblindness, visual literacy) that the worker has
completed for previous tasks, and these reports are accessible to all
experimenters, then experiments could be shorter, more focused on
the assessed task, and less cumbersome for the worker. Adopting
such a mechanism for the experiments in our community would
not only help us find participants, but also ensure that our participants fit our requisites. Unfortunately, current popular crowdsourcing platform do not support such profiling of worker abilities.

The focus of our survey is on the use of crowdsourcing for visualization evaluation. Other research fields such as Human Computer Interaction, Psychology, and Social Sciences have addressed
the use of crowdsourcing within their respective remit. A comparison of our findings against these body of work is beyond the scope
of this survey. We hope that our results will be a useful tool for
future works attempting to perform such comparison.

Another possibility is to take to inverse approach, and integrate
crowdsourcing functionality into an existing online platform, which
has the target skill set or intrinsic motivation desired by the experimenters. For example, van Ham and Rogowitz integrated crowdsourcing functionality into the into the (now defunct) “Many Eyes”
collaborative visualization website [vHR08], for their study of perceptual organization of network layout. Using a visualization website in this way meant that it was more likely that the participants
would be motivated to perform the task correctly and would have,
at a minimum, a basic understanding of networks.

6. Opportunities and Challenges
In this section, we discuss several opportunities for improvements
and challenges in using crowdsourcing for visualization research
which we drew from the analysis of 190 experiments.
6.1. Find the Right Workforce
The demographics and background of crowdworkers is typically
very diverse. Thus, it could be easier for experimenters to find participants with the required the skill set. For instance, experiments
might evaluate the effectiveness of visualizations that are specifically designed for participants that are color-blind or have a specific
cultural background or domain knowledge (e.g., nurses, designers,
managers). In other cases, experiments might be conducted to evaluate the effect of age or individual traits on user performance in
completing a specific visual analysis task. As long as the adequate
checks are carried out to ensure all participants qualify to the experiment’s requirements, then crowdsourcing can open up great opportunities to visualization researchers.
To attract crowdworkers that meet the experiment requirements,
a number of papers have reported on different strategies of how
experimenters should advertise their experiments and how crowdworkers select the tasks they want to complete. For instance, workers typically select tasks that are well-paid and recently posted on
the crowdsourcing platform [CHMA10]. Thus, providing competitive pay and posting tasks in small batches is typically considered
good practice [BKMB12]. It is also common for workers to complete a chain of tasks in one session. This can lead to cognitive
overload and an impairment in the worker’s performance [CIT16].
So attention checks should always be included in the experiment,
and the experiment should ideally be advertized at a time when
other recently posted tasks require a worker skill set that is different from that of the experiment.
c 2018 The Author(s)
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6.2. Consider Other Possible Covariates
Studies from the outside of the visualization community have
shown that the following factors could affect the error collected
from crowdsourcing experiments: interface design, usability and
simplicity [KRDT10,FKTC13,KRDT10,FKTC13,RD14,BAC14];
mobile usage for conducting experiment [FZFM17, IH17]; age
[KKMF11]; incentives [SM13]; narrative [DBD17]. Yet, none of
the 190 experiments we surveyed took these factors into account
as possible covariates, which either confound or interact with the
measured dependent variables.
6.3. Adopt Novel Quality Assurance Techniques
A number of novel quality assurance techniques that have been
adopted in other domains could be considered for InfoVis research.
For instance, the crowdsourcing experiments could be devised in
the form of a game to increase engagement and the likelihood
of collecting data from attentive workers (e.g., [CK13, KBB∗ 15,
LSKB13]). Workers’ answers could be compared with those provided by the rest of the sample population [SL13] or peer reviewed [ZDKK14, WYF∗ 17]. Low quality answers could be filtered out based on the behavior of trusted workers [KZ16] or the
predicted answer to a question [GG17] or task completion time
[WFI11, KDTM16]. Instead of crowdsourcing, “friendsourcing”
could be used to outsource experiments to a group of reliable individuals that are socially connected and are known to complete
experiments accurately possible due to intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivators [BTS∗ 10].
Workers’ interactions have been logged in InfoVis experiments
to assess how a visualization was used (Section 4.4), but not
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used to track inattentive workers. Yet, studies indicate that malicious behavior is traceable from logs of example mouse clicks and
movements, key presses, scrolls, and changes of focus [GKDD15,
RK11]. Manually analyzing the interaction logs of a large group of
participants is challenging, but tools are now available to visualize
such data [HGM11, WZT∗ 16] and analyze it [RK12].
6.4. Leverage Intrinsic Motivators
An HCI study demonstrates that crowdworkers are still eager to
complete uncompensated online experiments [RG15]. The main intrinsic motivators were to compete with others, to learn about themselves, to improve specific skills, or to be fascinated by the work.
However, most experiments in our survey did not consider intrinsic motivators. One paper [MPOW17] in our survey attempted to
intrinsically motivate the workers, by showing their score halfway
through the experiment, but yet a monetary reward was provided if
at least 30% of the questions were answered correctly. More time
and effort is required to devise an online experiment with effective
intrinsic motivators (e.g., an experiment in the form of a game).
User engagements is still an open research questions. However, if
as a community we could systematically share code of our online
experiments and make it publicly available, then other researchers
could build on top of or integrate parts of the code in their own
online experiments and save a considerable amount of time and effort in devising, implementing and testing such intrinsic motivators.
This strategy has been adopted widely and successfully in the Psychology community, of which Psychtoolbox [Bra97] is an example.
6.5. Share Resources with the Community
Implementing and testing an online experiment that works as expected on different browsers and machines requires time and effort, particularly when devising novel motivators, quality assurance
techniques, measures and tests to check the workers’ hardware,
software and requisites. So sharing our experiment code, so that
other researchers can use it as a template for their experiment, will
help our community conduct higher quality experiments more effectively and efficiently. This will also ensure reproducibility (Section 4.6) and facilitate future empirical comparisons [KLB∗ 16]. For
instance, one paper [BKH14] evaluated a novel worker interaction
logging mechanism by using the same publicly available code as
a previous crowdsourcing InfoVis experiment [MDF12]. Since the
collected data of the previous experiment were also publicly available, the results of the two experiments could be compared and the
effect of the new technique assessed.
Having a system, where all the resources in connection to a paper
could be stored, could facilitate sharing and reproducibility, as is
becoming more popular in other fields like bioinformatics with systems like MicroReactk and Open Science Framework∗∗ and other
recommended repositories (e.g., by PLOS ONE†† ). A workforce
k https://microreact.org, last accessed Apri 15, 2018
∗∗ https://osf.io, last accessed Apr 15, 2018
†† http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/dataavailability#loc-recommended-repositories,
cessed Apr 15, 2018

last
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with specific visualization requirements could possibly be shared
in a similar manner or as discussed in Section 6.1. In doing so,
various ethical principles need to be taken into account [MCG∗ 17].
6.6. Leverage Advances in Technology
Popular crowdsourcing platforms like AMT are missing important features to, for instance, avoid multiple participation, balance
gender between experimental groups, and check participants hardware and software requirements. Thus, such features have to be
handled by each experiment. Sharing our experiment code with
the community could encourage code reuse (Section 6.5). Another option is to use new emerging crowdsourcing platforms (e.g.,
[TBRA17, CMZF17]; reviews [HJR∗ 17, YKL11]). Back in 2008, a
paper proposed a new platform to support InfoVis crowdsourcing
experiments [vHR08], but this platform has not been used extensively and maybe it is time to consider developing a new platform
that better supports the current InfoVis research trends, as already
done for scientific visualizations [EKR16].
In addition, other communities are now using technologies, such
as eye tracking [LMS∗ 15], virtual reality [VAJO13], and emotion
detectors [MKP12] (more [HJR∗ 17]), for crowdsourcing experiments. Such technologies could also be helpful for InfoVis research
and thus be explored in the future.
6.7. Crowdsourcing for Purposes Other Than Evaluation
A small number of InfoVis papers have used crowdsourcing to collect data, such as user generated layouts (e.g., [KDMW16,KWD14,
vHR08]), providing useful insights into layout characteristics that
the general population is familiar with or finds helpful. Yuan et
al. [YCHZ12] use crowdsourcing to provide multiple input layouts
of sub-graphs which are then merged together to generate a layout
of the full graph. This is also an interesting example of crowdsourcing for collaborative visualization. The basic task in this instance
concerns layout. However crowdsourcing for collaborative visualization opens up a new range of possible tasks.
Heer et al. [HVW07] describe a collaborative visualization system that allows for social data analysis of United States census data.
While their work pre-dates the rise in popularity of crowdsourcing
within the visualization community and they never explicitly use
the term, it is a clear example of crowdsourced data visualization
exploration. The tool allows user comments, bookmarks of specific
views, and annotations to be shared as users explore the data. While
there are no specific task provided for users in the associated user
study, the act of commentating, annotating, and sharing findings of
interest can be considered social exploration tasks.
Crowdsourcing can also be used to collaboratively validate data
quality within a visualization system. In the Digital Humanities domain, Histograph [NMM∗ 14] was specifically devised to allow collaborative analysis of networks created from historical data. It uses
a voting system to enable discussion about the uncertain or contradictory information that is common in the application domain.
In this way, the task of data validation and verification is crowdsourced to the platform users and the network is then updated based
on the wisdom of the crowd.
c 2018 The Author(s)
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However, despite the potential range of other applications the
most popular use of crowdsourcing in our community is for evaluation of static visualization, with AMT being the most popular
platform (Section 4.1) even though AMT does not have all the necessary features to support our experiments, such as balancing participants’ demographics among experiment groups (Section 6.6).
Other communities are already using crowdsourcing for diverse
purposes other than evaluation [GGMN17, HJR∗ 17] that could be
related to InfoVis: e.g., simulating human perception [RELS14],
crowdsourcing clustering of graphics [SRdSR∗ 15], collecting data
for predicting website aesthetics [RYM∗ 13], or for recommending
graphics and visualizations [MVTS15].
7. Conclusion
We have presented the first systematic review of the use of crowdsourcing in the last decade for the evaluation of information visualization. This review brings to light a number of common practices, issues, challenges and opportunities with respect to different aspects of a crowdsourcing user experiment. Visualization researchers new to crowdsourcing will find this review instrumental
in effectively designing, executing and reporting their crowdsourcing empirical user experiments. Other researchers experienced in
using crowdsourcing are encouraged to reflect on our findings
and implement the necessary changes in their current evaluation
methodology, to ensure the correctness of their study design and
execution, the quality of the collected data, and the reproducibility
of their research.
We have presented a taxonomy of practices adopted at different stages of a crowdsourcing user experiment, and a checklist to
support information visualization researchers in reporting important details for understanding and reproducing the experiment procedure and its outcomes. During the execution of this review, the
need for such a checklist was immediately apparent as a large majority of the surveyed papers failed to report important details of the
executed experiments. We purposely classified missing information
as not reported, as we are aware that at times such information is
not reported but still taken into account due to typical space restrictions in the main manuscript. Nonetheless, we should reflect
whether such a common practice in our community is acceptable
if we want to encourage the publication of high quality and reproducible research. We hope our review will help our research community to increase its consciousness in the use of crowdsourcing
as a tool and have a positive impact in the development of more
rigorous empirical research.
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Appendix A: Example Experiment Reporting Form

Design

Type ◦ between-subjects ◦ within-subjects ⊗ mixed-design, with between for visualizations, within for Bayesian problems
Independent Variables: Visualization ∈ {V0 (baseline), V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6}, Bayesian problem ∈ {Mam, Cab, Eco}
Dependent Variables: Bias (subject’s - correct answer), Error (absolute of Bias), Exact answer ∈ {0,1}, Time, Confidence ∈ [1..5]
Covariates: subject’s Spatial abilities for paper folding task ∈ [0..10] and Numeracy ∈ [0..30]

Data

Source: classic Bayesian problems–Mammography [Eddy,1982], Cab [Bar-Hillel,1980], choosing an Economics course [Ajzen,1977]
Specifics: context and quantitative data comprising of the population size, base rate, hit rate and false alarm rate
Variations: the 3 selected Bayesian problems had diverse context and quantitative data

Tasks

Elementary: quantitative comparison and estimation Synoptic: Bayesian reasoning
Variations: 3 Bayesian problems with diverse context and quantitative data

Vis

Study: Assessing the Effect of Visualizations on Bayesian Reasoning through Crowdsourcing
Experiment: 1 - comparison of visualization techniques including baseline (i.e., classic problem text with no visualization)

Type ⊗ static ◦ interactive ◦ other
Specifics: generated using custom-built, novel algorithms available at http://www.eulerdiagrams.org/eulerGlyphs

Partic Test Ques

Question asked: Bayesian problem text (replica of source) + Visualization
Response type: two text entry fields X and Y in the form "X out of Y"
Associated data, task, visualization: 3 Bayesian problems × 7 Visualization

Quality

Attention detectors: 3 catch questions about the 3 Bayesian problems which appeared after the problems were solved
Multiple participation: data collected from participants who carried out the experiment more than once were excluded from analysis
Others: n/a

Motiv

Intrinsic: n/a
Extrinsic: $1 for 25 mins

Sys

Hardware: desktop computer (no mobile devices)
Software: JavaScript enabled in web browser

Procedure

Training: n/a
Dummy questions (not in training): n/a
Test questions number per participant: 3 ordering: one of the 6 possible problem orderings, with 4 participants for each ordering
Quality assurance questions: 3 catch questions about on 3 Bayesian problems
Abilities tests: 6-question objective numeracy test [Brown et al.,2011]; Subjective Numeracy Scale test part 2 [Fagerlin et al.,2007];
spatial abilities Paper Folding Test (VZ-2) part 1 [Ekstrom et al.,1976]
Questionnaires: 1 about ask participants about their demographics and methods or tools (e.g., calculator) used to solve problems
Steps: instructions+consent, 3 test questions, 3 catch questions, numeracy tests, Paper Folding Test, questionnaire

Data Collect

Method: each 6 problem orderings × 7 visualization types was a unique Amazon Mechanical Turk ‘external HIT’ and 4 copies
(assignments) of each were uploaded; HITs were reposted until the required valid data was collected
Managed by Amazon Mechanical Turk Time period: Oct 2011 - Mar 2012
Testing before actual study: controlled pilot study (N=14); testing in Amazon Mechanical Turk sandbox using diverse web browsers

Analysis

Average experiment length: 25 mins
Number of participants (before filtering): 266
Excluded participants with low quality data: 98
for other reasons: 0
in total: 98
Included participants per independent variable: 24
in total: 168
Included participants’ demographics: 41% female; 32 mean age; 47% in USA, 40% India; 45% only Bachelor’s degree; 5 color-blind
Statistics methods used: ANOVA, t-test, Bonferroni correction for Visualization and time; Kruskal-Wallis for other Visualization
analysis; Pearson’s correlation for abilities and between independent variables; histograms and boxplots

Repro

Mixed: n/a

Experiment Material: data, tasks, stimuli, online experiment source code, MTurk scripts at http://www.aviz.fr/bayes
Collected (Anonymized) Data: all collected anonymized data available at http://www.aviz.fr/bayes

Expected number
per independent variable: 24
in total: 168
Requisites: Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT approval rate >= 95%

Table 6: An example of how the form in Table 5 could be filled, using the first experiment in Micallef et al.’s 2012 paper [MDF12].
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